
Integrated Labels
Dual materials, affixed and pattern press
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Integrated labels are designed to simplify complex processes by merging 
related documents into a single unit. Whether it’s the combination of a 
form and a label or two labels of different materials, this single document 
streamlines operations, prevents matching errors and reduces costs.

Because One is Better Than Many
As the number of steps in a process decrease, the quality and efficiency 
of that process increase. Taylor’s proprietary integrated label designs 
empower you to print all of your critical production parts in one step — 
build sheets, packing slips, product labels, warranties, serial numbers and 
more — to unlock several key benefits.

Reduced Errors
• Eliminate mismatched and missing documents by printing the 

information on one sheet

• Enjoy the simplicity of a single data entry point

• Reduce human errors

Improved Efficiency
• Eliminate extra steps in the process

• Improve accuracy and productivity

• Reduce number of SKUs to order, track and inventory

• Reduce order-processing time

Cost Savings
• Decrease inventory and obsolescence

• Preserve supplies and equipment

Endless Applications, 
Proven Results
Nearly any production process that requires 
multiple printed components is a candidate for 
integrated labels. The potential applications 
are endless. In fact, you likely see our work in 
many of the products you use every day.

Industrial & Manufacturing
A global home appliance manufacturer 
triggers its daily production run with an 
integrated form/label construction provided 
by Taylor.

Shipping & Distribution
A large third-party logistics partner to 
the e-commerce industry relies on an 
integrated packing slip and shipping label 
created by Taylor.

Retail & Pharmacy
A leading retail pharmacy chain consumes 
millions of multi-part, multi-color prescription 
labels from Taylor each day.

Government & Public 
Services
The motor vehicle authorities of several 
states and major cities use integrated 
labels from Taylor for automobile licenses 
and parking permits.
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Specialized Investments
Integrated label constructions are a Taylor specialty. We’ve 
invested in the technology and engineering talent needed 
to deliver high-performance integrated label solutions.

Optimizing Your Process
We study your existing process and identify opportunities 
to consolidate multiple forms and labels into a single 
construction — reducing cost and risk along the way.
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Label Construction Options

We chose Taylor because they have the people, 
processes and technology to truly drive cost 
savings and change the way we do business.

LEAD ENGINEER
Global Industrial Automation Power Provider



About Taylor
Taylor is one of the largest graphic communications 
companies in North America. Headquartered in North 
Mankato, Minnesota, we are a team of more than 
10,000 client-driven experts with operations 
spanning 26 states and seven countries.

To learn more, visit us at

taylor.com
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